Your guide to

The STARS Recovery
Programme
(Supporting Treatment, Accommodation
and Recovery in Suffolk)
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Who we are
Genesis Housing Association owns and manages homes across London and
the south east for thousands of people. As one of the most diverse housing
groups in the UK, Genesis’ main aim is to provide great services, great homes
and great opportunities for its residents. One of Genesis’ key areas of work is
supported housing. The STARS (Supported Treatment, Accommodation and
Recovery in Suffolk) has been running since 2008. The programme provides
good quality flats for single people who are homeless, unsuitably housed or
being released from prison with a substance misuse issue or have been involved
in crime. The service is commissioned by Suffolk Public Health England).
In 2013 Genesis launched a housing advice service to run in conjunction with the
intensive support recovery programme in order to give clients greater support.

What type of accommodation
do we provide?
Stable accommodation has a positive
influence on successful substance
misuse recovery, and suitable
accommodation can also reduce the risk
of re-offending by up to 20%.
We have self contained flats and
shared accommodation in Suffolk,
mainly in Bury St Edmunds, Ipswich
and Lowestoft, although there are also
flats available in other towns across the
region.
Most of the flats are close to other
Genesis housing schemes that are
staffed 24 hours a day. Meaning an oncall service and out of hours emergency
cover is provided.
The self contained flats provide clients
with their own room, bathroom, kitchen,
lounge and laundry facilities.
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How do we provide support?
Our recovery workers work with clients
to agree an individually tailored recovery
programme. This is reviewed every three
months or if there is a significant change
in needs. If it is required, additional
support can be made available.
When clients initially move into their
accommodation their recovery worker
will meet with them frequently during
the first two weeks. The visits will then
become less intense but they will be
seen at least once a week and have a
contact mobile phone number and
emergency number to call if required.
Recovery workers work with clients for
around two years in order to achieve
the clients own goals. These include
support to maintain a tenancy and
live independently, remain engaged in
effective substance misuse treatment,
budget efficiently and engage in
meaningful activities.

The support we offer

GOOD EMPLOYER: VOLUNTEERING

Below are some examples of the support that we offer:
• Substance Misuse Recovery
• Housing Advice & Advocacy
• Budgeting solutions
• Claiming benefits and grants
• Developing life skills
• Confidence building
• Meaningful Occupation / Volunteering & Training Opportunities
• Source suitable and stable accommodation for the future
• Support to attend appointments with other stakeholders
• Assistance in getting to know your local area
• Out of hours support.

Volunteering t
way to employ

We do not provide a personal care service, professional financial advice or
personal transport.

Case Study
‘Amy’ started using Class A drugs at the age of
40 after her marriage broke down and she lost
a close family member. Drugs provided her
with relief from her troubles but her addiction
soon developed and she became homeless.
To fund her habit Amy began shoplifting and
got into a familiar pattern of entering prison,
being released for a short period, using drugs
again, stealing and returning to prison.
After spells of sofa surfing, being street
homeless and being placed on the IOM
scheme as a prolific offender, Amy was
referred to the STARS service in 2011. Shortly
after this she stopped using class A drugs;
she was out of her comfort zone, but with the
right support Amy began to improve.
In 2013 Amy successfully completed a six
month treatment program returning back
to the STARS service in early 2014. She has
remained clean and sober, mentors others
and is looking to go to college.

Volunteering on a Genesis Sheltered Housing Scheme
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e already do lots around volunteering in the

The housing advice and advocacy service
In conjunction with the recovery workers, the housing advice and advocacy
service staff team support the work of the recovery programme.
The housing advice workers have in-depth knowledge of the accommodation
options available throughout the county and have experience of the barriers
facing the client group.
The housing advice and advocacy service will hold specialist open access
housing advice clinics in three locations across Suffolk and hold one-to-one
meetings with clients identified as having a serious housing need. These clinics
will take place within treatment services operating within Suffolk.
The housing advice workers will also:
•	Provide support and attend appointments with clients relating to accessing
accommodation
• Offer guidance relating to benefits
• Signpost to other agencies as necessary dependent on need
•	Provide support to clients accessing residential rehabilitation facilities
• Coordinate the referral process from other agencies
• Refer clients as necessary to the intensive support service offered by Genesis.

Who is eligible?
To qualify for accommodation, individuals must be:
• Over 18 years old
•	Accessing and engaging in effective treatment for substance misuse
•	Homeless or have a significant housing need
• A single applicant
• Have significant support needs
• Be a Suffolk resident
It is likely that those accessing this service will have a wide range of needs
including entrenched drug or alcohol use, history of offending behaviour,
experience of imprisonment and suffered social exclusion. Those eligible will be
identified through a comprehensive risk assessment.
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How much does the service cost?
Costs vary according to local authority areas. Clients are responsible for the
rent element of the service. However most individuals who access the service
are eligible for different benefits and could be eligible for Housing Benefit which
may cover all or part of these costs. Everyone is responsible for a personal
contribution towards living costs (e.g. gas, electricity).

How long does the accommodation last?
We are a short term service provider and offer accommodation and support for
up to two years depending on the clients particular needs. Recovery workers
will work with clients and provide intensive support in the short term in order
to support them to live independently in the longer term. A further three – six
months floating support is provided by the recovery workers to assist in this
transition once the client has moved on.

Case Study
‘Ben’ had been in and out of the
correctional system since childhood.
Following his successful referral to STARS
in 2012, Ben began to engage with the
team and other agencies supporting
him. However, he was still using heroin
and as he owed thousands of pounds to
local drug dealers, he had to be moved to
another area for his own safety.

looking to start two college courses. Ben
has also been successful in securing full
time employment, assisting others with
similar backgrounds to him.

Eventually, Ben embarked on a six month
intensive program at a drug and alcohol
treatment centre and was
moved to Genesis accommodation near
the treatment centre.
To date, Ben has been clean and sober
for over two years and is determined
not to return to his old way of life. He
has secured his own accommodation, is
in regular contact with his family and is
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From our 2014 Social Impact Study, it is evident that the Genesis STARS
project is an extremely effective intervention targeting some of the most
prolific and chaotic substance misusing offenders in Suffolk. Many of these
people demonstrate multiple vulnerabilities and complex needs and all
have cost the criminal justice and health systems significant amounts, as
well as impacting negatively on themselves, their families and their local
communities.
By offering high quality accommodation combined with relocation to this
targeted group of people, they give their clients ‘a fresh start’ and a realistic
possibility of addressing both their offending and their substance misuse,
as well as a chance to build new lives. Their intensive support and flexible
approach means that they are able to respond to each individual’s specific
circumstances and needs, and to maintain engagement or provide second
chances when the inevitable lapses and relapses occur. They have developed
a range of effective partnerships with local treatment providers, criminal
justice agencies and landlords which strengthen their impact. In the words of
one fully recovered ex-client:
‘They are creative and always improving: they never stand still and have
developed in response to clients’ needs as they have been identified.’
Oliver Kempton, Envoy Partnership’

‘Every £1 that is invested in the STARS programme, around £4.80
of social value is created. This equals a social return on investment ratio of 4.8:1. This is a fantastic achievement and shows that
the STARS initiative is highly successful in benefiting service users,
reducing re-offending, promoting community safety and creating
robust cost efficiencies’
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How to apply
All referrals to the STARS recovery programme must be made via one of the
housing advice and advocacy workers; a secure email address is provided
below. To speak to a housing advice worker please email starsref@genesisha.
org.uk or call 01284 732550.
Clinics are usually held at least once a week and take place in Bury St Edmunds,
Ipswich and Lowestoft. These are open to everyone with a substance misuse
issue who is in need of housing advice.
Also available is the intensive support service and potential clients being
referred to this service must want to turn their life around. They must require
assistance with their recovery as well as have a housing need.
Applicants would need to be committed to the service, reducing their drug/
alcohol use, engaging with relevant organisations and, if relevant, showing that
they are reducing offending behaviour.
Once a referral is received an interview is arranged either in prison or at other
locations appropriate to each case. A comprehensive risk assessment is
completed.
When matching clients to accommodation, consideration is given regarding
a variety of factors including the location of the accommodation, proximity of
previous associates, levels of criminal activity and the location of other services
the client may need to access.

Contact us
For further information, please contact the STARS recovery team on
01284 732550 or email starsref@genesisha.org.uk
Referral agencies requiring the use of a secure email address should send
details to stars.ref@genesisha.cjsm.net.
Genesis Housing Association, The Malthouse Project, 8 Elsey’s Yard, 		
Risbygate Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 3AA.
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If you need any part of this information in large print,
Braille, on audio tape or explained in your own
language please contact us on the number below.

Albanian

Arabic

Bengali

Farsi

French

Somali

01284 732550
Turkish

Contact Centre: 033 3000 3000
starsref@genesisha.org.uk
www.genesisha.org.uk
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